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INDEPENDENCE DAY
How Should It Be
Celebrated?

APRIL 30. 1954

THE CRUCIFIXION STORY
DISCRIMINATION BY
place this summer in the United States.
GOLF CLUB
Council of Christians
A further approach is at present being
made with the help of about one hundred
and Jews* Policy
school teachers o f all denominations in a Jews Refused Membership

survey of religious text-books fa general
To the Editor of THE JEWISH CHEONKXB
To the Editor of "Dai hmum Cttaowicxm
use in the schools of this country.
But
Mr.
Pearl
has
also
attacked
the
you allow me, in reply
SIR,—The national press has given
Si*,--! am sure that there mutt be to SI*,—Will
the Rev, Chaim Pearl's reported B.B.C.* which he accuses of pouring out
•natty who share nay disappointment criticism of the Council of Christians the 'grossest antisemitism" in its very wide publicity to the discriminat- To the Editor of THE JEWISH CHRONICLE
Mt the madennacy of our form of and Jews in the course of a Passover Easter broadcasts. For this also he ory action of the Blackpool North
SIR,—The provision of playing
appears to hold the Council at least Shore Golf Club (consisting of five
celebration of Yom Ha'Atzmaut— sermon,
fields
for the Jewish youth of Manto make the following obsertilly responsible because of its apparent hundred members) in turning down
farad's Day of Independence.
chester
and district, presumably for
vations
which
I
hope
may
serve
to
ilurc to prevent the B.B.O from indulg- the applications for membership of
This' day marks a turning-point in
Sunday
play, is exercising the minds
reassure
both
Mr.
Pearl
himself,
his
ing
in
this
annual
orgy
of
**
anti-Jewish
Jewish history and yet, because it occurs
two Jewish professional men, who are of many people. For many years a
propaganda/'
Apart
Trom
the
fact
that
congregants,
and
your
readers,
that
during the Omer, it it treated with utter
also ex-Servicemen,. for the reason continuous search has been made for
indifference as though it were of no this Council is neither indifferent to, such sweeping and in-founded generalithat
they are Jews, They are my a suitable site to be developed for
sations
are
more
likely
than
almost
anyIristorkal-importancenor inactive about, the problems to
brothers,
one a solicitor and the other this purpose. ~ Sites have been viewed
thing
else
to
defeat
the
very
purpose
Mr.
I am certain that many of my which the teaching of the crucifixion
Pearl
has
in
view,
it
will.
1
hope,
interest
a
doctor.
Both of them are of irre- and surveyed, plans have been drawn
contemporaries ask, as I do, why Yom story give rise.
his
hearers
and
readers
to
know
that
the
proachable
character and gave their
Ha'Atzinaut should enjoy lest consideraThe basis of the Council's policy in
up and estimates obtained for the
tion than Lag ITOnier. Surely the events this connection is set out .in a document Council has been in close and friendly
best to this country during the last necessary work to be done.
contact
with
the
Religious
Department
of
of our generation are oC equal historical which has come to be widely kfown as
war. One attained the rank of captain
the B.B.C. for many years now; that
This problem bristles with more than
significance with those which the thirty- the "Ten Points of Seelisberg.'
This these matters are the* subject of frequent and the other that of lieutenantthe
usuaJ crop of difficulties which beset
third day of the Omer commemorates.
document, in the preparation of which discussion between u s ; and that we have colonel.
any
communal
effort.
My
own
Yet at our youth celebrations of Yom representatives of tne Council played an
This demonstration of intolerance and endeavours and those of my colleagues
Ha'Atzmaot we are forbidden to dance, important part, was first published in always found a completely sympathetic
'and understanding response. Much the antisemitism is to be deplored and to find a playing field for Maccabi made
to use instrumental music, • or to enjoy
1947 following an International Conferviewed with disgust. It is ironical that
me realise that 2 a site was to be found,
the atmosphere of a true chagiga. Does ence of Christians and Jews held at same is true of Sunday school teachers
and
workers,
who
would
I
think
be
both
Blackpool's
motto is " Progress" and,
purchased, and developed, the cost of
not this feck of historical perspective Seclisberg, in Switzerland. " It was only
indeed, the Corporation is the actual
maintaining such a playing .field, would
appear completely out of keeping with » section of the Jews in Jerusalem who surprised and dismayed at Mr. Pearl's
lessor of the land to the North Shore
be beyond the means and ability of any
Israert method of celebrating this great demanded the death of Jesus." this allegation that "they continue to turn
out
little
antiscmites."
Golf
Club.
I
cannot
conceive
that
one organisation. The results of our
occasion? Are we to assume that those statement affirms, " and . the Christian
Finally, I should not like it to be professional men of minorities would
efforts were reported to the Manchester
who restrict our celebrations have not message has always been that it was the
discriminate in their healing works. In Jewish Playing Fields Committee, whose
yet recognised the State of Israel, or can sins o r mankind which were exemplified thought that any of us in the Council
the same way, 1 am petfectly sure that Chairman is the Lord Mayor of Manwe expect, in the near future, a change by those Jews, and the sins in which all of Christians and Jews are under any
a
member o f the Club would not have chester, Aid. A. Moss, J.P., and which
illusions
as
to
the
limitations
of
all
that
rffaeaTtaod an
ah officialofficia rulinging which
whch men -share that brought Christ to the
we have done and are trying to d o in refused the professional skill of the has a small fund at its disposal.
will satisfy the needs of the youth of
Cross.'* The document goes on to make relation to this age-old problem* the Jewish doctor concerned to remedy illness
For a long time no site within reasondetailed
recommendatibns-to thexfaorcbes seriousness ©r~whiciT we do""not"for a
or accident.
:—
,.. _
_„
~Sble~lfiSlance of the^Xewish"ydulh~cluBsr
of
ways
in
which
preachers
and
teachers
L. GOODMAN.
moment question. We do not need to be
Let us hope that there will be a few could be found which would fulfil the
may avoid the dangers of misrepresenting,
20 Atoantey Gardens,
reminded of the greatness—or of the uner-x <*,sciences in Blackpool among
requirements, but quite recently I have
however unintentionally, the Jewish back- complexity—of the task that lies ahead,
London, N.W.6.
those v. . j have been ready enough to had information of a site that may
ground to. and Jewish participation in, and we shall .continue to do our best accept
the professional services of these
prove adequate.
This information is
the events which led to the crucifixion. with the limited resources at our disposal. two men
and then so ready to deny them
being passed on to the committee and
DISPOSSESSION O F ARABS
His Grace the.Archbishop of Canter- I would only submit that the points I
the common right of all men to be will be discussed in due course.
bury, to wh6m the document was sub- have outlined in this letter warrant the
IN ISRAEL
judged on merits and " as they are found
I would suggest that if anyone has
mitted immediately after the conference, conclusion that more, not less, support to be *'. and not to be condemned for similar
useful information they should
at
once
recognised
its
importance
and
for the Council is what is really needed.
the accident of bfrth or persuasion.
Treatment of Minorities
send
it
to
the aforementioned committee
himself made a number of valuable sugWILLIAM W. SIMPSON.
The actions of the North Shore Golf
of
which
I
am a member.
General Secretary
Club have more far reaching effects than
To the Editor of THE JEWISH CHRONICLE gestions in relation to it. The document
H. ROBINSON.
was also referred to, and approved by,
Kingsway Chambers, 162a Strand,
the locality of Blackpool.
They are
22
Parksway,
London, W.C.2.
un-Christian and un-English.
To my
SIR,—Mr. Sarna complains that 1 competent authorities in the Vatican. It
Prestwich, Lanes.
has been widely distributed in this
mind, the only bright aspect of the whole
used a column of your paper to draw
country and on the Continent. An article
affair is that Dr. Patrick Joseph Leahy,
attention to grievances of Arabs in on the teaching of the crucifixion story
the Captain of the Club, who is himself
Continued from previous column
Israel, and asks if it is conceivable which appears m the current issue of the
PESACH AND EASTER
a Roman Catholic, has resigned his
M
that in the Arab world a single Arab Council s magazine, Common Ground,"
its members. A most invaluable contrioffice in conscience bound against racial
COINCIDENCE
would champion Jewish grievances in again focuses attention on it.
bution no doubt, particularly in view of
discrimination.
This problem is also being widely dis*
the reports and contributions in your
an Arabic paper.
This recrudescence of antisemitism
Aa Artificial Moon
To that simple question " there are cussed with theological students and
should be fought by every possible means. columns on the subject of intermarriage,
two answers. First, there is in Israel an teachers in training in the course of the
1 have given notice of intention to raise -but-surely .there .are-Other reasons for
increasing number of visits to colleges To the Editor of TmfJewisH CHRONICLE
'Arabic paper which does pay attention
this matter at the next meeting of the the existence of youth clubs—and what
of the under-eighteens ?
to the treatment of Jews in Arab which are paid by members of the SIR,—I should like to answer the two Board of Deputies on May 16.
This is where Mr. Gaunt's appeal for
countrtesi Secondly, Jews must bold to Council's staff. It is a frequent subject
MARCUS SHLOIMOVITZ.
his National Jewish Drama Festival posabsolute standards in these matters. As of discussion in all kinds of religious questions put to your readers by Mr.
33 Howe Street,
sesses, in my opinion, its strongest point,
you rightly remarked in the leading and educational groups which are A. H. Bloch, in your issue of last
Sal ford, 7% Lanes.
addressed both by individual speakers week.
for in my experience as a club minisarticle which commented an my original
terial officer I have found that although
letter, our history as well aa our Judaism and trio teams from the Council. It
(1) In the Gregorian calendar the comthe usual activities of a youth club (i.e.,
should make us particularly sensitive to ha* been raised by the Council's General
putation of the Easter date is based
Secretary in a paper contributed to a on the epact, which gives the age of the JEWISH DRAMA FESTIVAL
art, hobbies, discussiont etc.) can all play
discrimination against any - minority
symposium on the Church and the Jewish moon on January 1 of any given year.
their part in stimulating and diffusing
people.
People* recently published in preparation
Jewish interest and culture, the drama
But by this it could happen that in some
NORMAN BBNTWICH.
Encouraging
Youth
Clubs
for the Second Assembly of the World
group is by far the best medium for this
periods, as, for example, from 1900 to
Hollycot,
Council of Churches, which is due to take
2199, Easter would nave to be celeVale of Health, N.W.3.
To the Editor of THE JEWISH CHRONICLE important sphere of club life. (Excluding,
of course, the-actual celebration of our
brated on April 26. This would occur
if, in a year with the epact 24, April 19
SIR,—In congratulating both Mr. Jewish festivals.) So much so, indeed,
that I have entered one of the two clubs
fell on a Sunday, e.g., in 1981, 2076, and
Gaunt for his letter of last week, and
with
which I am associated in the past
2133. But as Easter may.not be celeSir, for its publication, I do so two festivals,
and can reiterate all that
brated later than April 25, and, as Pro- you.
Mr. Gaunt has writen as to the library
fessor Fraenkcl has already slated, if the not because I am specifically interested
in drama in general or in the National
of plays, technical assistance improvement
calculation of the full moon gives SunJewish Drama Festival in particular, in standard, and the stimulus of comday, April 19, the full moon is antedated
to April 18, and Easter falls on April 19 but because I feel .that this medium petition which his organisation has
instead of April 26.
of culture and entertainment can make managed to develop in the past years.
Howeyer, the new moon, and connected
an invaluable contribution to the Incidentally, I have nothing at all to
with it the full moon also, may not occur
furtherance of Jewish interest and do with the FJ.Y.S., although I have
twice on the same date in the course
every reason to be grateful for their
By Lwtery Motor Coach or Private
activity in our youth clubs.
of the 19 years of the lunar cycle. There'assistance
in the productions I have
To many people, of whom Mr. Gaunt
Expertly Conducted.
fore, in a period whose lunar cycles have
staged
for
t^eir
festivals.
is one, who have experience of Jewish
each the epacts 24 and 25, in any year
It is as weihave benefited that all who
youth
work,
it
is
apparent
that
in
a
with the epact 25 the so-called Paschal
p«rAanntgg rmoM LONDON
great number of our clubs there is a have the Jewish interest of their club at
Full Moon, which is. the full moon immeBY 4-ENUIBUED JMDMjOattU} AHtCRAFT
deplorable lack of specific Jewish interest. heart can benefit, by talcing advantage
diately after March 21, must be also anteThe fact that the word " Jewish " appears of this annual competition, and resolve
dated from April 18 to 17. Because of
in the name of so many clubs or that that at least one play a year should conOR MY SEA
the fact that in this year April 17 was a
they possess an almost 100 per cent tain one aspect of Judaism.
Saturday, Easter had to be celebrated on
Jewish membership, appears to be the I sincerely hope that as a result .of this
Sunday, April 18, and not on Sunday,
correspondence Mr. Gaunt's organisation
Free brochure on request from
be-all and end-all of their Jewishness.
April 25.
:;
be inundated with applications and
Indeed, one such club, in its quarterly will
(2) In the period from 1900 to 2199, journal,
that the National Jewish Drama Festival
proudly
boasts
of
its
**
Judaism
March 27 is the earliest possible date
in the club
by proclaiming that, will at long Jast fulfil its purpose.
and April 25 the latest possible date in
MONTAGUE A. POMM,
tynaetaf EHreOoe: Mr. A. I. JtlchUicr.
although
not
a
marriage bureau it has
the common calendar on which the first
Ministerial Officer, Brady
been
instrumental
in
at
least
beginning
day of Pesach can fall. During the
4t, DEAN STREET, LONDON, W . t Telephone: GERrard 5884/5.
Boys' amd Girls* Clubs.
the life-long union of some twelve of
present century the earliest possible date
6TVS GENEROUSLY TO « W WOMEN* WEEK, MAY 234*
Continued
in
next
column
55 Castlewood Road, N.I6.
occurs four times, in 1937, 1956, 1975,
and 1994, and the latest possible date
twice;; i 1 9 2 9 d i w r
ALL-JEWISH
Perhaps I may point out that the Act
of Parliament which Mr. Bloch has mentioned has not created a novum. but only
confirmed what was already fixed by
Personally organised by Mr. NormanTRAVEL
-.••'••:••
Sosner,- . .
. \ .- .. ....
councils and -the -church authorities.
GUIDE t o
Especially-by. the. .Council of Nicara (325)
15
tiMtaMes mm* 4etaHe« inner
sh
arid by Bishop
Hflarius, who introduced
Spain
£36 6
NMl
^JJf^J&
{c. 437) the artificial moon by which the
Alatsfe
£38 \6
months of the ecclesiastical year are
L U S t U D A Y f
Vi*r*9gio £39 15
determined.
" •
BY A l * : 9 days, London
V«wic*U4o
m
»ft
bock to London, i n e i u d *
• Regularfas? sailaigtfo^fetl^froiirsioiaeWe*, catting at Genoa,
A.
.too*
£42
excursion* by cooch. Oepo/Naples, arid Ltmanol.
8 Bryan Avenue,
tMresMay 26. September 19
ALL MOMOAY, PARTIES nuMm UP
London, N.W.10.
• All CABINS ore OUTSIDE arid FIRST-CLASS accommodation fitted
SPECIAL o m f t i Y A l t :
ftAMCN.*
OOH*T
DELAY—ftOOK
TODAY
with PRIVATE BAJHROOM ok SHOWtR. ^
16 days, London bode to
W O O MEWS fer kite ••efawi —«stf?
London, with sightseeing
• f rtomt in Klecl—t ffw
• CUISINE ITALIAN—KOetlW MEAU (under recoonbed supervision)
Departure Moy >
it desired.
\
»Y
SEA:
27 days, London
nrritc or phone bock to London,
rndudmo
met and conducted to steamer of MARSEILLES.
for full details.
French fir Italian Rhrferos,
4Utd brochure
wW«P^ff^
^^^•aj^FnJp^^fc^^ " vjB^^a^BPVn^Wu^n^^^Hp 5*'tp^Blj#"
and Sept. 19 JC I
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JEWISH DAY SCHOOLS '
which presumably is organised on
Need for Secondary
secondary modern school lines, Liverpool, 1 believe, will be leading the Jewish
Moderns
community in a new enterprise in its

THE SEARCH FOR
PLAYING FIELDS
Project for Manchester
Youth
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plan for a bilateral secondary grammar
and modern school: the bilateral type of To tbe Editor of THE JEWISH CH*OMICL8
Mr. W. B. Lachs, the Commercial
SIR,—The time is, I believe, oppor- school offers one solution to the problem
Manager for the United Kingdom of
SIR,—In his rather interesting article
* We suggest the best routes.
Israel s national airline, El Al, told me,
tune for an appraisal by ouralready indicated, since it permits the
easy
redistribution
of
children
between
on
the sale of chometz (in your April
in an interview last week, that his
authorities of tbe over-all educational
* Place all your bookings and
grammar and secondary modern
company's scheduled flights to and from
16 issue) Mr. Gerber states that the
organisation of Jewish day schools. It the
school to suit their educational needs. -3=a|mud in Pesachim reaches the con- Lydda over the Passover period reached
obtain hotel accommodation.
is a matter for great satisfaction that
A further gap. which surprisingly clusion that where chometz is held
record figures. Many extra services had
* Attend to passport, visa,
the day school movement, despite enough has not yet been referred to as
to be put on, and among prominent
by a gratuitous bailee both the owner
many difficulties, has had a continuous
far as 1 am aware, is provision for
non-Jewish
passengers
were
Lord
and
healdi. and currency formaltechnical education.
Among many and bailee would not come within the
expansion during the past 25 years.
Xady Balfour, Lord Henderson, and Mr.
ities.
injunction against chometz " being
Trevor-Roper, the author of articles on
We have now reached the stage where experts, it is agreed that secondary techseen
or
found
by
you/*
Israel in the SUNDAY TIMES.
* Insure your baggage (and
about one tenth of Jewish children nical schools have an important part to
I
fail
to
sec
bow
be
could
have
reached
play,
and
the
attempt
to
provide
technical
On
the
subkret
of
El
Al's
transatlantic
are attending jour day, schools. In education—in—the—gr-ammar - school—or- .such an erroneous conclusion. On_.lhe:_
yourself).
service. Mr.Xachs expressed regret that
Manchester, the number is one third occasionally in the secondary modern
contrary, it is clearly stated that even
" in spite of the fact that over the last
* And remem^erT there is no
of the local Jewish child population. school is not satisfactory.- It therefore chometz belonging to a Jew, but in pos- three yearn El Al has performed more
booking fee.
There can be no doubt that the com- seems essential to establish one Jewish
session of a non-Jew (though the latter
than 1,000 flights to and from New York
munity desires the extension of tbe day secondary technical school in London,
may have a charge over it) comes within
without any accident, the support of
FOR A COMPLETE BUSINESSMAN'S
school movement and bas good reason and boarding house facilities might be
tbe prohibition (Pes. 31). The vast
Anglo-Jewry itself has been very much
majority of the authorities, including the
to be satisfied with the excellent results provided for provincial Jewish children.
TRAVEL SBIVICE
below expectations. The political sigRambairt and Rosh, hold that this rs a nificance of an air link between Israel
being achieved; we owe a debt of gratiIt is worthy of note that the Jews'
c««t«ct
Biblical injunction (see Rabbcinu Ashcr
tude to tbe administrators and teachers Free School at the end of the 19th cenand the largest Jewish community in the
Rabbeinu
Nissim,%Pes.
6).
But
no
one
who have made the progress possible.
tury provided opportunities for technical
Diaspora is self-evident: indeed, we have
suggests that in the case of a gratuitous
In looking to tbe future it is imporinstruction distinct from the day school
the full confidence and support of
tant to consider to what extent the
itself and arranged for boys who had bailment in which only Jews are involved
American
Jewry and its leaders/'
both parties are free from transgression.
prevailing educational organisation of
left school.
On Monday next an El Al Constellaour day schools is meeting the fullest
Mr. Gerbcr further proceeds to state
To sum up, it is possible that eventually
tion aircraft, on a regularly scheduled
educational needs of pur schoolchildren. in London there will emerge a Jewish
that in his opinion a transfer of ownerflight, leaves London Airport for Lydda
Recently, in your columns, Mr. Sidney
ship valid in English law though not in with 49 delegates of the Jewish National
comprehensive school which will combine
Jewish law will be effective for the pur- Fund on a special tour of Israel. The
Somper, the headmaster of the Solomon
the three trends, grammar, secondary
pose of allowing the chometz to be free
Wolf son School, indicated one gap in modern, and technical in one school. If
plane, which begins its flight from New
8» Adams Row, Carlos Place* W.I
from any prohibition after Pesach. and
our present system; namely, that of the this is not achieved, it is to be hoped
York, flies to Lydda from London via
Jewish
secondary
modern
school; that" our^Jewish authorities- wilM>ear~tn —he--quotes tiie-oft-^epeated-dtetum- of -dino Paris^and"* Rome.
Telephone MAYfair 5391*1 ~~
•••
•- —--—
especially in the London area. The mind the Liverpool alternative of the demalchuso dino in support. Here again,
Mr. Lachs told me that besides regugenera^pattern- has—-been'- -ta—establish- bilateral secondary grammar and modern -however, he-is 4n- conflict .wiih^thc^-of/iiL. -lafly supplyingHhe-British- Ovcigea*~Aif~
as expressed by well-known authorities. ways Corporation and British European
primary schools and grammar schools.
school; or another alternative, that of
Tbe Mogen Avrohom, one of the most
While our Jewish grammar schools have
the bilateral secondary grammar and
Airways with kasher foods the services
renowned of the later authorities, states of
achieved an excellent standard of educatechnical school.
the kitchens at London Aicport are
in his commentary of Shulchan Aruch, being
tional attainment, if our system is to be
In the present period of educational
utilised by an increasing number
complete, a more varied secondary school
development and change, a considera- Orech Chayim 448, that the non-Jewish of other airlines.
buyer cannot appoint an agent to act on
provision must be made for the non- tion of the above mentioned points,
I understand that there is occasional
his behalf since, according to Jewish law,
academic child. This implies the need especially as they reflect contemporary
passenger accommodation on tbe fast
his
agent
has
no
power
to
bind
htm
;
for secondary modern schools in suffi- educational practice, may well be useful
orange-carrying vessels of the Torm
cient numbers to allow for the satis- to the Jewish day school movement as and generally he brings proof that we Lines of Copenhagen and the Gorthon
only
go
by
reference
to
Jewish
law
in
factory expansion of the Jewish day a whole..
such matters.
There is, however, an Lines of Helsingborg. These ships run
JUNE 29, 1954
school movement
MYER DOMNITZ.
at intervals between the United Kingdom
additional
strengthening
of
the
transac29 East Bank,
In Manchester, there is a senior departIN JERUSALEM
tion if the contract is also binding and Haifa. Over many years they have
ment of the Manchester Jews' School.
London, N.16.
according to the laws of the place of
We ore oroonising $pccio( reduced-fore
residence (Resp. Chasam Sofcr).
tours for this occasion. Apply now t o :
Most
.astonishing
of
all,
however,
is
ACHAD HA'AM'S MORAL
and Co., HO Cannon Street, E.C.4.
THE RED SEA
Mr. Gerber's proposition that a sale to
After their very successful holiday
OUTLOOK
a limited Company would be effective for school for children last year, Messrs.
An Apt Description
our purpose. The idea of a company
Ivor Goulden and Mortimer Grossman,
To the Editor of THE JEWISH CHRONICLB TO the Editor of THR JEWISH CHRONICLE being a legal entity quite apart from its of the Paramount Summer School. 8$
24, HOLBORN, LONDON, f . C . I
shareholders is, like many similar things,
Dalston
Lane.
E.8
(Clissold
7569),
have
Vrht»: HOC 4*7SJ
SIR,—I am quite sure tbat more than
a British invention of the nineteenth cen- again decided to hold it at Eastbourne
SIR,—The bare .bones of a lecture
or to the Secretary/
one among your readers w h o has(as of a chicken) are poor food even
tury and has no basis whatsoever in College Prepararoo^ScrTool: There will
AGUDAS
ISflUtf.
Of CUfAr MMTAIH,
journeyed through the Red Sea will for controversialists, and I apologise
Jewish law, where it merely becomes a
be a resident minister and matron.
32, Amlmrtt tmtk, L M 4 M « M.U
partnership or sole proprietorship as the
be able t o confirm the correctness of
(Phone: STA. 6688}
aged from 7 to 18, will be
for the summary character of my case may be. Even Englisfi law dis- Children,
catered for.
its description.
supplement to your report. It is, of regards its legal independence when this
Like n f o n S^ SpD D* is not neces- course, unpleasant to realise that
is inconvenient* as is evident from certain
sarily translated literally; and with Achad Ha'am's premises should not
income tax, estate duty, and criminal
equal justification Had my friend, Mr. have supported his own practice; but laws.
Even if there were such an
Herman, shared with me the wonderful
artificial " person " in Jewish law its posithere
is
nothing
fantastic
or
even
experience of seeing the waters of the
tion would-probably be no better than
Red Sea showing up a vivid red against unusual in that.
an Eved Knahl (a non-Jewish slave) to
The most admirable of men have often
the fiery-tinged background of land, be
whom a sale of chometz would be no
said things which, when followed out in remedy.
would have surely said U T
A week hi flans by RAIL • •
*.
• • wS
their full consequences, lead to results
B. GREENBERG.
There also seems some implication in
A fortnight in Belgium in a 1st-class Hotel
which they would have abhorred. Would
3a Earlham Road.
29 gn$.
the article that the idea of the sale of
with KOSHER meals
• ..
Mazzini, with whom Achad Ha'am may
Norwich.
chometf to a non-Jew is a post-Talmudlc
34
it A fortnight Grand COACH tour of Italy . .
perhaps not unjustly be compared, have
development. This is not so, since it is
• 14 days' sea cruise by CARGO steamer ..- 38 g*g.
approved of Mussolini ?
I yield not
SIR,—The Rev. S. Herman's point
• A fortateht holiday by AIR with M - C * M *
clearly mentioned in ihe Tosefta of tbe
of view (in his letter of last week) that even to Sir Leon Simon (who wrote in second Perek of Pesacbim.
hotel hi Israeli *.
••
••
. • »• I4T
your issue of last week) in my admirathe English version - R e d S e a "
• 9 weeks* I si-doss cruise round Africa by
ABRAHAM MASLO.
for Achad Ha'am's personality and
LUXURY LINER (25% reducifoh)"
*7 WS
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